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Abstract

Tablet PCs are increasingly used as teaching and learning tools to create and enhance technology enabled learning environments. In 2004, Willis and Miertschin identified tasks that information workers in a learning environment (i.e., faculty and students) perform to get their work done—note-taking, creating and giving presentations, document markup, teaming and collaboration, and information management. They further proposed that because of their form factor and capability for pen input and control, tablet PCs are an appropriate tool to enhance learning environments for undergraduate STEM disciplines. Tablet PCs emerged in 2003 as an integration of several technologies including pen input and control together with handwriting recognition, audio input and control together with voice recognition, plus integrated mobile technologies such as Intel® Centrino® mobile technology. The resulting single footprint hardware package has spawned software development and inspired educational experimentation, especially in areas where keyboard input is not ideal, such as symbol-rich abstract mathematical representation of physical and social phenomena. Since that time, the authors have personally experimented with and promoted to their colleagues applications of the Tablet PC to improve instruction and learning in STEM areas.

This paper relates tablet PC functionality to the tasks required of faculty and students as information workers. A review of recent literature is provided and the authors document their varied personal experiences using tablet PCs. In particular, one author has experimented with and documented his use of the tablet PC to enhance online instruction in engineering technology, finding that the tablet PC offers advantages in terms of complex formula development and in significantly reducing class preparation time. The other authors document multiple experiences experimenting with a classroom set of tablet PCs to provide students experience with this emerging technology. Survey data about related student experiences is presented.

Introduction

With Microsoft's first introduction of the Windows XP Tablet PC Edition operating system (WinXP TPC OS) in 2003, several hardware manufacturers introduced their flavor of the tablet PC (TPC). Since that beginning, another version of the WinXP TPC OS has been released and many new models of TPCs have been introduced. Also in the interval, faculty in STEM disciplines have accepted the challenge of using the new technology in their classrooms both as an instructional support tool for the instructor and as a learning tool for the students.
What is a Tablet PC?

A Tablet PC is a PC that has been modified at both the hardware and software levels to differentiate it from other PCs and to make it more functional for mobile computing. Some TPCs are “slates” without a keyboard attached; others are “convertibles,” designed to look like the traditional laptop but with the capability of converting to a slate configuration via a mechanical joint that connects the screen to the keyboard/processor base. The viewable display in either type can quickly be oriented to portrait or landscape orientation without having to reboot the system.

TPCs have special screens which use an active digitizer to enable users to write directly on a protective transparent cover over the screen in order to input information as handwriting or drawing and also to control their computer.\textsuperscript{2} As shown in the illustration (Figure 1) provided by Wacom Technology, the pen sensor components of the TPC are the sensor board, an LCD display, a cover with protective glass, and an electronic pen. The sensor board uses the electronic pen (stylus) to send a signal to the display indicating where the pen is on the screen.

![Inside A Tablet PC With Wacom Pen Technology](http://www.wacom.com)

**Figure 1: Pen sensor components of tablet PC – source: http://www.wacom.com**

The screen size on 2004 models ranges from 10.4” to 14.1” with the median being 12.1”. The weight ranges from 2.6 lb to 8.4 lb, depending to a great extent on whether the keyboard is attached or not. The battery life ranged from 3 hours to 9 hours.\textsuperscript{3} Most current models use Intel Centrino technology with Pentium M processors and the screen sizes and battery lives follow advances in those technologies. Most TPCs have built-in wireless network connectivity which adds to their mobility—you can stay connected as you stroll through the halls, allowing those spur of the moment hallway meetings to be formally recorded. The compact form factor gives rise to a more comfortable way to compute—reclining, lying down, walking around, standing, sitting with the TPC in your lap, or sitting with it on the desk in front of you. Furthermore, there is no compromise with respect to computing power as compared to a traditional laptop computer, and the form factor provides computing that is easy to carry and as simple to use, in some contexts, as a paper and pen.

In terms of software modification, the operating system includes handwriting recognition and speech recognition engines that allow handwritten or spoken statements to be converted to text. The digitized handwriting can be converted to typeface text through the handwriting recognition engine that is part of the WinXP TPC OS, or it can remain as handwritten text.
The TPC latest edition of the XP Operating System provides a pop-up input panel that can switch among a virtual onscreen keyboard, a block character input panel, or a handwriting input panel.

![Figure 2: Tablet PC Input Panel](image)

The digital ink technology built into the TPC, and capitalized on by applications developed for the TPC, provides more than just a one-dimensional view of text and graphics on a page, however. The phrase—ink as ink—alludes to the fact that digitized handwriting has as much meaning as text in typeface. Both standard text and handwritten text are valid sources of information for the users of the TPC in learning environments.

**Uses of Tablet PCS in STEM Learning Environments**

The authors investigated tasks that information-literate students and faculty need to do in order to get work done in a learning environment. Tasks identified include note-taking; creating and giving presentations; document mark-up; teaming and collaboration; and information management. In this paper, we use these tasks as a framework to discuss current literature on the use of TPC’s in STEM disciplines and our own experience with using TPCs in the classroom.

**Note-Taking**

One task that faculty and students must complete is note-taking, in seemingly endless meetings or classes, respectively. The paper notepad, however, is “the most impenetrable silo of important information in corporate America.” The use of TPCs in meetings or the classroom eliminates the distracting click, click, click generated by those using keyboards. In addition, the screen of a TPC does not present a physical barrier between the note taker and the others in the meeting or class, since the screen, which is the writing surface, lies flat instead of perpendicular and in front of the note-taker. The aesthetics of having a pad-like computer sitting on the desk in front of you or in your lap while you use a pen to write is much less obtrusive than other options.

Microsoft® provides a number of software innovations for TPCs that are relevant to the task of note-taking. Microsoft® Windows Journal is an application designed specifically for note taking on a TPC, and it is available free as part of WinXP TPC OS. The digital ink functionality plus the form factor of the TPC provides a natural note-taking experience with the bonus of being able to store the information-rich virtual paper (v-paper) electronically. The software allows the user to capture notes freeform on an endless sheet of virtual paper (v-paper), with different ink colors, highlighting tools, and other features. Mistakes (a.k.a., inkos) can be erased using the Wacom pen’s eraser technology which mimics a pencil top mounted eraser. The style of the v-paper background for the notes page can be made to look like ruled notebook paper, sheet music, or graph paper, among others, to facilitate note taking in various academic areas. Even more specialization can be achieved by creating v-paper templates. Figure 3 below shows a sample Journal note on graph ruled v-paper, with icons for various note-taking tools visible on the
toolbar. The variety of writing utensils along with v-paper is suggested as a motivational advantage of the TPC. It is theorized that the note-taking options help keep our digitally-native students engaged and thus they take more notes.9

Figure 3: Microsoft® Windows Journal page from graph paper template

Digital ink is searchable in Microsoft® Journal and other TPC applications that make use of the handwriting recognition engine. Journal’s search function can find specific character strings across a specific note or across Journal files saved in a folder. Thus, if a student wants to find any instances of when a specific topic, say “click event,” was mentioned in a semester’s worth of Journal notes, the term could be searched for within a folder where the student saved notes for the semester.

Creating and Giving Presentations

Presentations are a key means of disseminating information—particularly in learning environments. The TPC can facilitate the process of participating in presentations—creating, giving, and using. With respect to creating presentations in presentation software, the digital ink functionality of the TPC in the form of cursive handwriting, block lettering, or a combination of both, is acceptable as input to any Office 2003 application. Unlike in Microsoft® Journal, handwriting is automatically converted to typeface text in Office 2003 applications (unless a feature called Ink Annotations is turned on). In addition, the built-in microphone of a TPC or a plug-in microphone can be used together with the voice recognition engine to input data into an Office 2003 application.

In facilitating students’ learning from lecture presentations, a faculty member has a number of options with a TPC. She may simply present a lecture using a TPC instead of a laptop or desktop and becomes a digital blackboard. Microsoft® PowerPoint software can display the slides as the instructor creates lecture annotations in real time. As shown in Figure 4 below, ink annotations can be added during the slide show view of a PowerPoint presentation, with the option to save the digital ink annotations to the original or another file at the end of the presentation. Further benefits accrue when the instructor makes the updated slides available to the students. If original
slide files are made available to students prior to the presentation, then students with TPCs could write their own lecture notes directly on the slides.\textsuperscript{10}


\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig4.jpg}
\caption{Handwritten ink annotation on a Microsoft® PowerPoint slide}
\end{figure}

It has been theorized that the presenter more fully engages the audience by writing directly on the slide text to add emphasis.\textsuperscript{11} The capability of adding written comments or answers to questions from students has been observed by one of the authors to increase student engagement in the discussion of the content.

Even a blank blackboard can be simulated with a TPC by saving several blank slides in a PowerPoint file. When run in class in slide show view, the instructor makes notes directly on the blank slides using the TPC rather than the blackboard. To insure that the instructor never runs out of room on the simulated whiteboard, an alternative to PowerPoint is Windows Journal with its continuous writing surface. These digital whiteboard notes can be saved and shared with students.

Documents created with applications installed on the Tablet PC can be “printed” out to the Windows Journal format (.jnt), so that the original document that can be opened and written on in the Microsoft® Journal application. Using this approach, an instructor can prepare a set of lecture notes, a lecture outline, or a set of lecture questions for the students and “print” these out from PowerPoint, Excel, or Word to .jnt format. Students with TPCs can then open the .jnt version and annotate the document as the lecture proceeds. One of the authors has made test solutions available to the students electronically in this way. See Figure 5 for an excerpt from the exam solutions. Note the way Microsoft® Journal handles multiple-page documents with the page bar seen at the bottom of the picture. Even students without a TPC can use Journal notes such as the exam solutions illustrated. A viewer application is available for download for use in such situations (\url{http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/tabletpc/default.mspx}). Journal notes can
Interactive Presentation Systems

Several systems have been developed to integrate enhanced learning environment functionality. Classroom Presenter, developed by the University of Washington, allows the instructor to broadcast his slides to all students. The instructor, as well as the students, can annotate these slides. Students can also provide aggregated feedback on the instructor’s slides. Livenotes is a cooperative note taking system for use with student groups. Lecture slides are imported into the system’s whiteboard feature for students to write on. The whiteboard gives students in each group the ability to add notes to the imported slides that are visible by the other members of the group.
Delivering Online Lectures

Another approach to presentation of mathematically oriented content in online settings was used during fall 2005 by one of the authors delivering a junior level optical circuits course in a synchronous online mode using Horizon Wimba software. The author used two presentation modes. He presented conceptual material with supporting PowerPoint slides, talking through the material. For the development of concepts through mathematical analysis, he shared the Microsoft® Journal application from his TPC with students who could then see the application remotely on their home PC. There the author used the TPC and its digital ink to write and solve equations extemporaneously and in context with conceptual material.

The author conducted a survey of student opinion with respect to how digital ink and the TPC presentation helped them follow the lecture and understand mathematical material. The survey revealed that a majority (58.3%) of students agreed or strongly agreed that digital ink helped them be more engaged during the lecture while the remainder of students were neutral (no student disagreed). In addition, a majority of students agreed that digital ink helped them understand more fully the development of a mathematical solution to a problem. There were some students (about 16%) who did not perceive any value added from digital ink.

Document Markup

The digital ink technology of the TPC allows faculty to mark up electronic documents of many formats by inserting ink annotations directly onto the digital document. Documents from applications can be made ready for mark up using a TPC by importing them within Journal or by printing them to Journal format from the originating application. According to Lindsey, the document markup capabilities of the TPC also have implications for use in distance education: “The ability to write directly on the file using the tablet PC saves me the time and hassle of having to print the assignment, grade it, scan it, save the scanned copy and then e-mail it back to the student” [7, p. 18, p. 20]. One of the authors has provided ink feedback to students using this process. An excerpt from a student file with markup is shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6: Student work with mark up](image)

Students as well as faculty members need to mark up documents. Reading of online documents becomes less of a chore for students with the TPC. Articles or handouts that need to be read for
a class assignment can be printed through the Journal Note Writer virtual printer, giving the students a softcopy of the document that can be underlined, highlighted, and saved for later search and reference.

**Teaming and Collaboration**

Collaborating on documents or projects with others in the same room is often more difficult than collaborating on documents or projects with others across the globe—especially if there’s no wired or wireless infrastructure available. With Colligo Workgroup Edition software, there’s no need for central access points, servers, or Internet connections. The software can create collaborative peer-to-peer networks instantly with other nearby Colligo users by using the ad hoc mode of any wireless-capable machine—Tablet PC, laptop, desktop, or Pocket PC. Figure 7 shows the Colligo users who are currently online and the type of computing device they are using to connect.

![Figure 7: Colligo Online Users and Group Membership Panes. Source: http://www.colligo.com/index.asp](http://www.colligo.com/index.asp)

The digital ink capability of TPC’s makes the collaborative features of Colligo easier to use—chat, whiteboard, and instant messaging—and with the NetMeeting feature in Colligo, applications can be shared across the instant network. Colligo also allows file transfers and printer sharing.

Teams can set up their own network within a network for private team exchanges and communication. Thus, Colligo and the TPC’s can be used to simulate global virtual collaboration within the confines of a classroom. For instance, as shown at the bottom of Figure 7, three groups have been established and three members of the Sales group are online.
Information Management

Faculty and students, as well as other knowledge workers, spend a lot of their time looking for information—on their desks, in file folders, or on hard drives. The real key to improved knowledge worker productivity is to be able to access all relevant information in a timely manner. Perhaps the solution to the explosion of virtual documents in education is based on the three-ring binder with an index tab for each course. There are products on the market that are developed specifically for information management of electronic documents based on the three-ring binder experience and that capitalize on TPC functionality. One such product is GoBinder, a product primarily for students developed and marketed by Agilix Labs.17

An advantage of GoBinder over Windows Journal is the user interface, which captures the workflow needed for e-binder document creation, storage, retrieval, and dissemination in one place (see Figure 8). Agilix has formed a partnership with Blackboard, an online instructional delivery system, to integrate the functionality of GoBinder and Blackboard.

Figure 8: Agilix Lab’s GoBinder user interface

Conclusion

This paper looked at the functions of the information worker within the context of the learning environment. We provided background on the strengths that TPC’s and its supporting technologies bring to bear on the learning experience, particularly, note-taking, creating and giving presentations, document markup, teaming and collaboration, and information management. The TPC is also a very practical tool to get students engaged in online education especially with material having to deal mathematical formulations.
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